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1.

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

Introduction
The NHS Counter Fraud Authority (NHSCFA) is a special health authority with a 
remit to identify, investigate and prevent fraud within the NHS and wider health 
sector.

This document provides Local Counter Fraud Specialists (LCFSs) and finance staff 
working in the NHS with guidance which can be used to support work to prevent 
and detect the most common kinds of invoice fraud at a local level. It provides an 
introduction to the subject area, an overview of the NHS invoicing environment, 
practical advice on the most effective ways of tackling invoice fraud and details of 
how to report suspected fraud and corruption.

The document also reflects the NHSCFA’s current understanding of the key threats 
facing the NHS and includes advice on raising awareness of invoice fraud. It is 
intended to supplement existing polices, directives and guidance available more 
widely in the NHS, by providing an overview of NHS invoicing processes from a 
counter fraud perspective.

Background 

1.4 Established in November 2017, the NHSCFA is independent from other NHS bodies 

and directly accountable to the Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC).  

1.5 The DHSC Anti-Fraud Unit (DHSC AFU), as the NHSCFA’s departmental sponsor, 

has identified that the assessment of intelligence enables national prioritisation of 

actions both in terms of key fraud risks and in terms of how risks are tackled against 

established standards. The NHSCFA undertakes a prioritisation exercise annually 

to identify its key business priorities. 

Invoice fraud in the NHS environment 

1.6 There is no generally agreed definition of invoice fraud. For the purposes of this 

guidance document, invoice fraud may be defined as deliberate deception intended 

to influence any stage of the purchase-to-pay (P2P) cycle in order to make a 

financial gain or cause a loss.  

1.7 The P2P cycle is the part of the business process which covers requisitioning 

(purchase ordering), receiving, paying for and verifying the supply of goods and 

services and is distinct from the tendering process. Millions of invoices are 

processed each year within the NHS and the manner in which the NHS procures 

and pays for goods and services varies.  
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1.8 NHS health bodies purchase goods and services in a number of ways: 

 directly from suppliers

 independent distributors

 NHS Supply Chain or

 via collaborative procurement hubs

1.9 In addition, some health bodies have set up their own collaborative purchasing 

arrangements, either with neighbouring health bodies or covering particular types of 

supplies. The P2P processes for ordering supplies and processing invoices in the 

NHS are not standardised, and although some health bodies have developed 

improved systems in collaboration with others, this is not general practice. Most 

health bodies use an electronic accounts payable system, with key controls around 

separation of duties between requisitioning, ordering, checking receipt of goods and 

services and authorising payment.  

1.10 The NHS uses a number of shared services providers for the provision of invoicing 

and financial services.  It also uses formal outsourced models where an external 

third party is paid to provide a service that was previously internal to the buying 

organisation. One formal outsourced solution is NHS Shared Business Services 

(SBS).  

1.11 In April 2012, the NHS Commissioning Board Authority (NHS England) signed a 

contract with SBS to provide an Integrated Single Financial Environment, a financial 

ledger used by NHS England, Clinical Commissioning Groups and Commissioning 

Support Units.     

1.12 Recent information suggests that  NHS non-pay spend is approximately £27 billion 

per annum, typically 30% of operating costs1. In spite of this high value, the 

NHSCFA only receives a relatively small number of fraud reports split evenly 

between the pre and post contract award phase. The NHSCFA judges that fraud in 

this area remains vastly under reported. It is considered likely that this is due in part 

to a high and increasing reliance upon volume based payments and assurance 

processes that have historically been unsuccessful in identifying fraud within the 

NHS.  

1.13 The remaining sections of the document will focus on the three main categories of 

invoice fraud.  Each section provides a description of the fraud type, a summary of 

appropriate prevention measures in relation to key areas, advice on detection and 

an illustrative case example. The three categories are:  

 insider fraud

 supplier fraud

 mandate fraud

1

 See https://www.supplychain.nhs.uk/icc/~/media/Files/News/FOM_HANDBOOK%20Oct%202017.ashx 

https://www.supplychain.nhs.uk/icc/~/media/Files/News/FOM_HANDBOOK%20Oct%202017.ashx
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These sections are followed with further information on how LCFSs and their 

organisations can increase awareness and report the issue. 
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2.

2.1 

Insider fraud
Insider invoice fraud refers to cases of fraud in which an insider’s access to the 
NHS organisation’s assets and payments, or their ability to influence the outcomes 
of organisational processes, would be essential for committing the fraud. An insider 
refers to an employee, contractor or individual with legitimate access to the 
organisations systems. Examples of insider fraud include:

 False payment requests. These occur when an insider creates a false

payment instruction with forged signatures, submits it for processing and

takes advantage of the lack of time which typically occurs during book

closing to get false invoices approved and paid.

 Fraud relating to billing, for instance:

- an insider overbilling a debtor and pocketing the difference

- recording false credits, rebates or refunds

- creating overpayments to creditors and then pocketing subsequent

refunds

- creating fictitious suppliers and/or shell companies for fraudulent

payments

 Fraud relating to procurement (post-contract phase), for instance:

- an insider altering legitimate purchase orders

- falsifying documents to obtain authorisation for payment

- forging signatures on payment authorisations

- submitting for payment false invoices from fictitious or actual suppliers

- making improper changes to supplier payment terms or other supplier

details

- intercepting payments to suppliers

- colluding with a supplier to have marked-up invoices submitted to the

health body

Prevention 

2.2 The creditor payment system is fundamental to all health bodies. Controls that 

should be in place to prevent fraud include the following: 

Process 

 Ensure appropriate due diligence checks are undertaken on new and

existing suppliers.
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 Reconciliation of purchase orders, booking confirmations, and goods

received against invoices.

 Supervisors regularly spot checking supplier records, files and transactions.

 Maintaining an up to date list of authorisers.

 Disbursement information is safeguarded from loss or destruction.

 Regularly review and remove as appropriate any unused suppliers still active

on payee list.

 Establishing and running systems and processes for managing conflicts of

interest. This is just one aspect of good governance, a failure to

acknowledge, identify and address a conflict of interest may result in poor

decision, legal challenge and reputational damage. NHS organisations

should follow NHS England guidance on managing conflicts of interest2. This

guidance introduces common principles and rules for managing conflicts of

interest, provides simple advice to staff and organisations about what to do in

common situations. The guidance came into force on 1 June 2017 and is

applicable to the following organisations:

- Clinical Commissioning Groups via the statutory guidance issued by

NHS England

- NHS Trusts and NHS Foundation Trusts – which includes secondary

care trusts, mental health trusts, community trusts, and ambulance

trusts

- NHS England.

Payment systems 

 Procedures covering the granting and removal of appropriate access rights

to users.

 Segregation of duties and ensuring appropriate levels of access with respect

to accessing invoice processing tools in payment systems.

 Requirement for users to change their passwords on a regular basis.

 Automatic user logout when the system has not been used for a specified

amount of time.

 System login blocked after a specified number of failed attempts.

 Production of exception reports.

Personnel 

 Employment checks on new and existing staff to ensure that health bodies

are making an informed decision when recruiting staff. Checks include

verifying identity, employment history and criminal records.

 Clear written instructions and procedures for all staff involved in the payment

process including the finance department and spending department as

appropriate.

 Clearly defined budget holders for all accounts.

2
https://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/coi/

https://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/coi/
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 Payments approved by authorised officers.

Detection 

2.3 Indicators that could give rise to further investigations include: 

 Format of the invoice does not match with previous bills received from the

supplier. For example, the logo does not match.

 Information on the invoice does not correspond with details already held by

the health body, such as the supplier’s VAT number or address.

 Invoices that appear to have been altered or are incomplete.

 Suppliers with PO boxes or residential addresses.

 Members of staff requesting to specifically deal with particular suppliers.

 No apparent requirement for the goods or services mentioned in the invoice.

 Bank details changed on a supplier’s account that hasn’t conducted work for

a substantial period of time.

Case example 

The Department of Health (DH - now the Department of Health and 

Social Care) Accounts Payable section became suspicious of a payment 

to a contractor who had previously worked in the DH Commercial 

Directorate but had not invoiced the department for over a year.   

DH was in the process of transferring its finance operations to a new 

system. As part of this process a number of purchase order accounts 

needed to be migrated across. These accounts still had funds left in 

them which were due on contracts that had not been completed. The 

accounts needed to be checked to determine whether they should be 

closed or remain open.   

A senior manager within the former NHS Purchasing and Supply Agency 

(PASA) (now the Crown Commercial Service) was to oversee this 

process, with a team reporting to him, and was required to report to the 

DH Procurement team.  

Following reconciliation of budget reports it was found that a payment of 

£31,960 had been made to a contractor who had not worked in the 

commercial directorate for over a year. Further investigation found that 

the associated invoice contained different bank details to those on the 

previous invoices from that contractor. It was established that the user 

profiles used to change the bank details and the recipients of the 
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payments were linked to two members of the PASA team. 

Internal enquiries prompted a staff member to contact DH Accounts 

Payable to give an explanation. He stated that he had run an experiment 

on the new banking system, using his own bank account details; this 

was mistakenly done on the live system instead of in a test environment. 

He was instructed to repay the money and eventually did so.   

Further checks were carried out against the same bank account, 

revealing another payment of £25,000 having been made into the 

account.   

The suspect was arrested, admitted receiving both payments and 

spending £25,000. He was subsequently sentenced to 12 months’ 

imprisonment and ordered to repay the £25,000.
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3.

3.1 

Supplier fraud
Supplier invoice fraud includes any act whereby a supplier or purported supplier 

deliberately takes steps to mislead a health body with a view to obtaining payments 

that were not properly due. Previous analysis by the NHSCFA’s predecessor 

organisation identified a number of substantial risks of overpayments due to:

 duplicate invoicing

 including hidden or incorrect fees, such as ‘handling fees’, ‘on-costs’ and

‘administration fees’

 over-inflated agency commission above contracted rates

 VAT fraud, such as VAT charged on invoices without a VAT registration

number

 invoicing for services that were not supplied

Prevention 

3.2 The NHSCFA’s predecessor organisation previously undertook work looking at 

employment agencies overcharging the NHS. A key finding of this work was that 

invoices often failed to provide a full breakdown of the amount due, so it was 

difficult for health bodies to determine whether the correct amount was being paid. 

Suppliers should be required to provide as much information as possible on their 

invoices, including:  

 supplier’s trading name and logo

 supplier’s invoicing address and contact details for queries relating to the

invoice

 purchase order or booking reference number, as applicable

 invoice, account and VAT numbers

 health body’s name and invoicing address

 supplier’s bank details including account name, number and sort code

 full breakdown of the amount being invoiced including VAT, additional fees

and discounts, as applicable

3.3 Other measures that should be in place to prevent fraud include the following: 

Process 

 Spot checking information on invoices against supplier details already held

by the health body

 Sample reconciliation of purchase orders or booking confirmations and

goods received against invoices

 A payment system which is able to identify duplicate invoices
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 Checking that VAT numbers are valid. An EU VAT number (including the UK)

can be checked on-line at http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/vies/.

 Establishing and running systems and processes for managing conflicts of

interest. (See more information regarding NHS England’s guidance on

managing conflicts of interest in section 2.2).

Personnel 

 Clear written instructions and procedures for all staff involved in the payment

process, including the finance department and spending department as

appropriate.

Detection 

3.4 NHSCFA recommends that health bodies undertake accounts payable audits to 

identify duplicate payments, incorrect supplier payments, missed discounts, missed 

rebates, and tax errors. 

Case example 

A small construction company won a contract to develop a new hospital 

wing for an NHS health body. It had been a crucial project for the 

company, one which brought in much needed revenue at a difficult time. 

But the money the company made was not just on the construction. One 

day, when submitting invoices for payment, one of the smaller charges 

was accidentally duplicated and, surprisingly, it was paid with no 

questions asked. The company then went on to make more false claims, 

starting with exaggerated amounts and developing into claims for work 

that was never done. It was only when staff at the health body realised 

that the project was 20% over budget, with the work still incomplete, that 

a closer examination of the claims was carried out. The fraud was 

uncovered and as a result of the false claims, the company went 

bankrupt.  

Had the health body employed procedures such as proper and regular 

supervision of the contractor’s work, including regular checking that the 

invoiced payments were appropriate, the opportunity for fraud would 

have been minimised, or at least the contractor’s false claims would 

have been uncovered at a much earlier stage.

http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/vies/
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4.

4.1 

Mandate fraud
Mandate fraud is variously described as ‘change of bank account scams’, ‘payment 
diversion fraud’ or ‘supplier account takeover fraud’.  It occurs when someone gets 
an organisation to change a direct debit, standing order or bank transfer mandate, 
by purporting to be from a supplier they make regular payments to in order to 
benefit from unauthorised payments. Details of suppliers are obtained from a range 
of sources including corrupt staff, publicly announced contracts and on-line logs of 
supplier contracts.

Prevention 

4.2 Health bodies should ensure that they have robust authorisation and monitoring 

procedures in place for the creation and changing of bank details including the 

following:   

 Staff should always verify requests to change supplier details by using

established contact details already held on file.

 If a call from an alleged supplier seems suspicious, hang up and call the

organisation using established contact details.

 The supplier’s contact details should be taken from existing records held by

the health body and not from information supplied in the change request.

 Raise staff awareness of “social engineering3” techniques used by an

attacker to commit mandate fraud.

 Assess how much information is made publicly available and how it could be

used against your organisation.

 Segregation of duties and ensuring appropriate levels of access with respect

to accessing invoice processing tools in payment systems.

 Suppliers should periodically be asked to confirm information already held by

the health body, such as the previous bank account details, registered

address, email address, company registration number, company VAT

number or the name of the company secretary.

 Suppliers should be sent a bank account amendment form for their finance

director or company secretary to sign, confirming the change of bank

account details. A model amendment form is available in Annex A.

 Information provided on the amendment form should be checked against the

health body’s existing records before any change is made.

 Clear written instructions and procedures for all staff involved in the payment

process, including the finance department and spending department as

appropriate.

3 Social engineering is the technique of manipulating individual behaviour in order to induce them to carry 

out specific actions that can be useful to the attacker. 
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 Establishing and running systems and processes for managing conflicts of

interest. (See more information regarding NHS England’s guidance on

managing conflicts of interest in section 2.2).

Detection 

4.3 Indicators that could give rise to further investigations include: 

 Telephone requests received suggesting that there is some urgency in

making the change of account details.

 Email requests from an address that is not on existing health body records.

 Written requests without the supplier’s logo on the letter.

Case example 

The finance director of an NHS health body in England describes a 

case of mandate fraud that happened at their organisation and what 

they have learnt from it. 

“The shared services provider who deals with our financial services 

received a fax, appearing to have come from a construction company 

who had a contract with us to build a £6 million unit. We believe the 

criminals obtained their information from material available publicly, such 

as our publicised invoices over £10,000 and press releases about the 

new building work. The genuine contractor had done nothing wrong. The 

criminals had managed to open a bank account using the company 

name and somehow making it sound like an individual. They instructed 

our provider to change the bank details to theirs. Our estates department 

agreed an £897,000 interim payment to the contractor. When this 

payment was released, that money went straight to the criminals’ bank 

account. On big money schemes, it is usual to send large amounts of 

money in several payments. The criminals just had to wait for the next 

payment to hit their account. Luckily for us, the fraud was spotted 

quickly. The contractor called the shared services provider on the day 

payment was due to ask where the money was. None of us at the trust 

knew that the bank details had been changed. 

“After receiving the call from the supplier, the shared services provider 

contacted NHSCFA. The money had already left the account by the time 

the recipient‘s bank was informed. The bank managed to trace some of 

the funds into overseas banks and £537,000 of the £897,000 was 

returned to the trust a few days later. This left the trust with a £360,000 
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shortfall, money earmarked for patient care.” 

The finance director continues: “We have since adopted NHSCFA‘s 

guidance and improved our systems. I can‘t stress enough times how 

important it is for NHS organisations to take notice of alerts sent by 

NHSCFA including guidance on the best way to check and process any 

‘change of bank details‘ requests. It is not until it happens that you wish 

you‘d taken notice of that alert. Don‘t be the next victim. Never just 

accept a phone call, email or fax asking you to change a supplier‘s 

payment details. Always ensure the old bank account details are 

provided as well. What‘s the worst that could happen if you pay the old 

bank account? A genuine supplier won‘t mind providing the relevant 

information in hard copy and will probably be glad that you are being 

careful.”
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5.

5.1 

5.2 

5.3 

5.4 

5.5 

Raising awareness of invoice fraud
LCFSs should include invoicing fraud as part of local fraud awareness initiatives and 

campaigns. This applies particularly to any events such as induction and training 

delivered to staff in the finance/accounts payable department.

Directors of finance should ensure that staff with responsibility for paying or 
authorising invoices, or for supervising these processes, are made aware of the risk 
of invoicing fraud in line with the NHSCFA’s guidance and intelligence publications. 
The NHSCFA recommends that suppliers are required to complete a standard 
amendment form when they notify health bodies of a change in bank account 
details. An example form is attached in Annex A.

Resources to support LCFSs in delivering local fraud awareness initiatives are 
available on the NHSCFA’s website at https://cfa.nhs.uk/fraud-prevention/fraud-

awareness-toolkit.

LCFSs should work with communications departments in their health bodies to 
identify ways to raise awareness of invoicing fraud with health body staff. This could 
include, for example, putting an article in the staff newsletter, developing local 
posters and leaflets, and making use of available social media channels (in 
accordance with each health body’s social media policies) to reach all staff, and 
particularly those responsible for any aspect of the purchase-to-pay cycle.

Media relations 

5.6 

5.7 

Proactive engagement with the media remains an excellent and cost-effective way 

to reach large public and NHS audiences with a deterrent, anti-fraud message. TV 

and radio stations, newspapers and health trade titles have all shown a keen 

interest in invoice fraud, given the potential scale of losses. At the local level, this 

should be led by health body communications teams, giving full support to their 

LCFS. 

The NHSCFA's Media Relations Office will present the national picture on NHS 

invoice fraud. For information and advice you can contact Rianne Endeley-Brown 

(Media Relations Officer) on 020 7895 4523, e-mail rianne.endeley-

brown@nhscfa.gsi.gov.uk or James Robertson (Senior Media Relations Officer) 

on 020 7895 4524, e-mail james.robertson@nhscfa.gsi.gov.uk. 

https://cfa.nhs.uk/fraud-prevention/fraud-awareness-toolkit
https://cfa.nhs.uk/fraud-prevention/fraud-awareness-toolkit
mailto:katie.scott@nhsprotect.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:katie.scott@nhsprotect.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:james.robertson@nhsprotect.gsi.gov.uk
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6.

6.1 

6.2 

6.3 

6.4 

6.5 

6.6 

6.7 

Reporting suspected fraud and corruption 
Allegations of fraud or corruption may be received from a number of sources. It is 
important that there are effective processes in place for staff to report incidents 
involving invoice fraud and these processes are documented within a SOP or policy 
and widely communicated to staff. Staff should be supported and encouraged to 
report and be assured that the incident will be investigated and appropriate action 
taken. All incidents involving fraud should be reported to the health body’s LCFS or 
to the NHSCFA.

In the case of the NHSCFA, referrals will normally be made either by LCFSs or 
directly by a health body. However, they may come from a number of other sources, 
such as the police, other law enforcement agencies, members of the public, NHS 
employees and whistleblowers.

The two easy ways to report fraud to the NHSCFA is through the NHS Fraud and 
Corruption Reporting Line 0800 028 4060 or online at:

https://cfa.nhs.uk/reportfraud.

It is important that all allegations of fraud and corruption are recorded and 
investigated in a professional, consistent, objective and timely manner. If 
investigations are conducted in this way then they will form a good foundation for 
the application of appropriate sanctions.

It is not necessary to wait until the information can be provided in a format allowing 
it to be produced as evidence. Allegations and incidents of fraud should always be 
recorded on the NHSCFA’s FIRST4 system as Information Reports. All available 
information should be recorded, including any subsequent enquiries that are made. 
Access to FIRST can only be gained by NHS accredited Counter Fraud Specialists 
(CFSs), LCFSs or other authorised users who hold a current NHSCFA nomination 
and who, in the case of LCFSs, are currently employed by an NHS body

The use of FIRST is mandatory for all NHSCFA CFSs and for LCFSs.

4 FIRST (Fraud Information Reporting System Toolkit) is an information gathering, intelligence disseminating 

case management tool designed and provided specifically for all CFSs/LCFSs by the NHSCFA. It helps 

CFSs/LCFSs to manage referrals, intelligence, fraud enquiries, case preparation and a range of other 

investigative tasks and includes useful editing tools that help to keep information and cases up to date. 

https://cfa.nhs.uk/reportfraud
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7. Further reading

National Fraud Intelligence Bureau – Bulletin with respect to mandate fraud 

http://www.cityoflondoncpa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Mandate-Fraud-Public-

Sector-Alert.pdf 

Healthcare Financial Management Association 

http://www.hfma.org.uk/ 

HMRC – Report fraud 

https://www.gov.uk/report-vat-fraud 

Home Office – Fraud in the public sector 

http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/agencies-public-bodies/nfa/about-us/priorities/fraud-in-the-

public-sector/ 

Metropolitan Police – Mandate fraud 

http://content.met.police.uk/Article/Mandate-fraud/1400013159214/1400013159214 

National Cyber Security Centre –An introduction to Social engineering 

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/content/files/protected_files/guidance_files/Introduction-to-social-

engineering.pdf 

NHS Employers – NHS employment check standards 

http://www.nhsemployers.org/recruitmentandretention/employment-checks/employment-

check-standards/pages/employment-check-standards.aspx 

http://www.cityoflondoncpa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Mandate-Fraud-Public-Sector-Alert.pdf
http://www.cityoflondoncpa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Mandate-Fraud-Public-Sector-Alert.pdf
http://www.hfma.org.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/report-vat-fraud
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/agencies-public-bodies/nfa/about-us/priorities/fraud-in-the-public-sector/
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/agencies-public-bodies/nfa/about-us/priorities/fraud-in-the-public-sector/
http://content.met.police.uk/Article/Mandate-fraud/1400013159214/1400013159214
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/content/files/protected_files/guidance_files/Introduction-to-social-engineering.pdf
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/content/files/protected_files/guidance_files/Introduction-to-social-engineering.pdf
http://www.nhsemployers.org/recruitmentandretention/employment-checks/employment-check-standards/pages/employment-check-standards.aspx
http://www.nhsemployers.org/recruitmentandretention/employment-checks/employment-check-standards/pages/employment-check-standards.aspx
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Annex A – Example bank account amendment 

form 

SUPPLIER INFORMATION 

Supplier’s name: 

Registered address: 

Town: City: Postcode: 

Telephone number: Fax number: 

Email address: 

Remittance address (if different from above): 

Telephone number: Fax number: 

Email address: 

Name of company secretary: 

Company registration number: 

Company VAT number: Charity number: 

SUPPLIER INFORMATION 

Current details 

Name of bank: Account number: 

Account 

number: 

Sort 

code: 

New details 

Name of bank: Account number: 
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Account 

number: 

Sort 

code: 

DECLARATION 

I declare that the information I have given on this form is correct and complete. 

Request completed by (print full name): 

Date: 

* Please indicate using X

Finance Director Company Secretary 

To enable us to deal with your request please return this form as soon as possible to: 




